CASE STUDY

Improvement of teams’ total
foreign-language skills
The Company:
Pharmaceutical Laboratory
Type of training:
English-language training in
person; one-on-one, in pairs,
small groups, in working
groups, and long-distance by
telephone.
Teams Involved:
All employees identified as the
need arises, or those chosen
based on gaps in skill level,
namely 295 employees in 3
locations.
Location:
All of France: distance
learning; Alsace and Ile-deFrance: in-person training
Thematics:
Definition of skill level
required for each job position
and GPEC plan; dedicated
coursework; development
of specialized online and
offline content; support
of strategic managers

INTRO

The company, a large pharmaceutical laboratory, has turned to LANGAJ as part of a selection
of service providers, and, after the audition, the development of foreign-language training in all
modes as part of a multiyear skill-improvement plan.

THE COMPANY
The client is a global leader in pharmaceuticals, employing close to 2,000 people in France,
and operating in the domaines of oncology, retina, neuroscience, respiratory, immunology and
dermatology, cell and gene therapy and cardio-metabolic.

THE CONTEXT
The company wants to deploy an English-language training program designed to align linguistic skills
with the requirements of each position. For this purpose, it has selected LANGAJ for its capacity to
conceive and deploy a training project analyzing the gaps in skill level between the requirements of
the job and the current level of the employee. The company also has at its disposal a management
tool that can measure and control the improvement of language skills by branch, service,
department, and occupation.

THE LANGAJ CONTRIBUTION
LANGAJ possesses a specific savoir-faire in the linguistic domain that allows it to fully conceive of a
training program that takes into account the gap in skill level between the needs of the position and
that of the employee.
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PREPARATORY PHASE
LANGAJ has worked with the company for three months on the
preparation of the project, meeting weekly, and allowing it to
prepare:
• The information package for HR teams, managers, and
employees relative to their collective needs
• The plan for tracking the affected employees
• The method for analyzing positions (job description, employee
interview, manager and HR assessment) and the definition of
the levels required by each position.
• The mechanism for earmarking employees in future courses.
• The composition of employee files and the mode of
transmitting them.
• The organization of employee evaluations.
• The system for monitoring and financial management as
stipulated by the OPCA.
• The identification and analysis of job contents to integrate into
lessons.

PREPARATORY PHASE
• LANGAJ received more than 300 demands for evaluation
that were done in February and March. To each demand, a job
posting has been attached.
• Each post has been the object of a thorough analysis, via the
job-description posting and an interview with the employee
to determine the language level required by the job, and to
measure the gap.
• The mapping of skills in English for the company has been
presented in a steering committee, thereby initiating a
provisional process of managing English skills.
• LANGAJ, together with a team of content designers
specializing in science, developed a complete set of
educational resources for the company’s 7 big specialties:
oncology, retina, neuroscience, respiratory, immunology and
dermatology, cell and gene therapy and cardio-metabolic.
For more specific specialties, LANGAJ developed resources
specially geared toward teams learning long-distance. The
complete set of resources was accessible to students and
teachers through their digital space.
For employees spread out along 4 sites and in some cases
throughout France, the following approaches were selected:
• In-person, one-on-one training, pair training, small-group
training, thematic workshops, and total immersion, with oral
and written activities to be completed between each session.
• Long-distance training by telephone.
• Each employee was placed into a yearlong or multiyear
training program.
• Specific courses were conceived for managers of high
importance.

The training programs were conceived with an eye to
professional situations defined during the needs analysis, and
of working situations proper to the context of each medical
franchise.

TRAINING DEPLOYMENT
• Each student was contacted by the planning service in
order to confirm the implementation of training according
to availability. For groups, LANGAJ organized the program
around skill levels and job functions, taking into account the
different geographical sites.
• All employees integrated into the long-distance course
benefited from accessing the training platform before the
start of the program.
• Each student received access codes to the digital space, where
the results of the evaluation, the skill level required for the job,
and the training program formulated according to professional
situations and skills could be found. The educational resources
of the program, and those developed specifically by LANGAJ
for the company, were also available in the online space.
• At the end of the training, each employee is assigned to a
group to take the BULATS test, in private on the company’s
website. The organization and supervision of BULATS sessions
are handled by the LANGAJ teams.
• The certification results are addressed to the candidates by
LANGAJ, and placed in the certificate of the completion of
training made by the LANGAJ teacher, and are accessible
online in the student’s digital space.
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PROJECT COORDINATION
At every step, the LANGAJ team insures mastery of the project. This concerns in particular:
• The coordination of all participants in the project by : the client & project manager
• The design of the contents by : the Content Design manager
• The design of programs, the organization of training and the tracking of employees’ progress.
throughout the project by : the head of the educational project and the referring professor
• The management of technical E-learning and telecommunication by : the long-distance training
manager.
• The coordination of planning by : the certification & planning service.

TO NOTE:
• LANGAJ has crafted
245 pages of educational
resources and 7 media
sources for rare diseases.
All contents are accessible
online by the student and
the teacher.

THE RESULTS
• The process has the benefit of clarifying objectives and
bringing a clear vision to the company’s situation, ensuring
that each employee reaches the level required by the job.
• There is a renewal of training in the second year for employees
in a multiyear program, and for new entrants to the program
• The specialized contents bring a very singular element to
the training by mobilizing employees in their unique context,
favorable to a strong implication and motivation.
• The skill level of the employees evolves more rapidly thanks to
strong mobilization of all involved parties toward a common
goal.

About LANGAJ
LANGAJ is a tailored,
high-level foreign-languagetraining organization that
specializes in analyzing
the skill level required for
a particular job; and in
linguistic training based
on specific situations and
contextualized to the mode
of learning, whether it be
face-to-face, telephone,
online face-to-face chatting,
or a virtual classroom.
LANGAJ brings its
savoir-faire to its design
of specialized educational
resources both on- and
offline, and develops
innovative educational
methods based on cognitive
neuroscience principles
identified by leading
experimental scientists.
Finally, LANGAJ develops its
integrated blended-learning
approach with an eye to
the strong involvement of
employees, managers, and
directors.
LANGAJ has been called
an innovative company by
the minister of teaching and
research for the quality of
its educational method and
its investments in R&D.

u
Don’t hesitate to contact us if you would like to know more
about:
• LANGAJ’s GPEC foreign-language tools
• On- and offline resources and training materials developed
by LANGAJ for our customers
• Platforms used by LANGAJ
• Other clients’ experiences with us
• How to contact other LANGAJ clients
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Further information:

www.langaj.fr

Your Contact:
Client and project relations
contact@langaj.fr

